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Startups keep open source competitive
Open Season
January 31, 2001 03:00 AM ET
by Sam Williams

Readers of this column over the past month will have noticed a certain
big company vs. little company motif. Maybe it's the upcoming
LinuxWorld Convention and Expo in New York, but for some reason, the
safe money nowadays seems to be moving in the direction of larger,
more traditional businesses.

That's not to say small companies are out of the running altogether, of
course. A few days ago I paid a visit to WorkSpot, a 30-person company
based in Palo Alto, Calif. And while the visit wasn't enough to dispel a
growing cause for concern over the momentary health of the open source
business sector, it was enough to remind me that even in tough times,
being small has its advantages.

Like many smaller open source companies WorkSpot has opted out of
the LinuxWorld circuit, preferring instead to focus on existing projects and
deliverables. With less than $3 million in pre-IPO funding and an El
Camino Avenue office space, Workspot has been gripping its bootstraps
with white knuckle intensity, making most of its money off of professional
hosting services and piecemeal contract development.

Cutting through the hype

As a business, Workspot's focus lies somewhere within the application
service provider, or ASP, market. I have to admit, as a guy just starting to
come down off 24 months of Linux buzz, I look upon this market with a
jaundiced eye.

Sure, industry watchers such as Gartner Group have pegged Linux as a
$25 billion arena by 2004, but after six years of reading about thin client
this and rentable apps that, it's hard to get excited when all the hype
comes down to running Quicken through your Web browser as opposed
to your computer desktop.

Indeed, watching WorkSpot CEO Kathy Giori put her company's new
AppSpot thin-client product through its paces, I had to fight back an
instinctive "So what?" AppSpot essentially lets Windows-based PC users
run Linux server-based applications via their Microsoft (MSFT) Internet
Explorer browser.

Such a move seems about as counterintuitive as chopping the roof off a
Ford Aerostar and using it as a pickup truck until you realize the following
fact: Windows apps cost money to license; most Linux and Unix-based
apps do not.

"We're not building desktop applications," Giori says. "We're building
more the infrastructure to deliver data and content to mobile and
distributed workforces."

In a world where every company seems to be taking baby steps towards
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the thin-client model, Workspot's willingness to sacrifice proprietary
advantage so quickly might seem suicidal to some. To those who have
used AppSpot and the company's professional integration, however, it is
a significant move.

From software delivery to subscriptions

"It makes credible the shift from a business model based on software
delivery to a business model based on subscriptions," says Charles Choi,
chief architect for SOCworks, a business division of system-on-a-chip
design firm Sonics. SOCworks uses Appspot to open up its
Solaris-based chip design software application, SOCcreator, to a
Web-wide audience.

"We decided to put it on the Web, so designers could get a chance to
play with the program even if they didn't have a Solaris client," says Choi.
"We also decided to use AppSpot, because of WorkSpot's commitment to
open source tools. As a company we are also very committed to using
open source tools whenever available."

Granted, WorkSpot isn't a 100 percent open source shop just yet. The
company keeps some of its integration and management tools closed
source. Still, when it comes to protocol-based tools such as virtual
network controller, the open source thin-client program that WorkSpot
engineers have expanded into a multiclient, multisession tool to drive
AppSpot, she says the company's philosophy is to leverage the open
source development community's cooperation as much as possible.

"We'll be giving back to the community whatever open source
components we use," Giori says.

An electrical engineer who migrated into the world of software
development while working on a project at Stanford Research Institute,
Giori admits to becoming only a recent convert to the open source cause.
It was her own company's ability to build something fast and sturdy using
open source tools that made her such a fast believer.

1, 2: Beware the competition
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